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Generalized Additive Model (GAM)

Given a input x = (x1, . . . , xD) ∈ RD, a label y ∈ R, a link
function g : RD → R, g(x) can be expressed as

GAM : g(x) = f0 +
D∑
i=1

fi (xi)

GA2M : g(x) = f0 +
D∑
i=1

fi (xi) +

D∑
i=1

∑
j>i

fi j(xi , xj)

for some bias f0 ∈ R, univariate functions fi , and bivariate
functions fi j : R→ R.
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NAM and NBM

GAM : g(x) = f0 +
D∑
i=1

fi (xi)

Neural Additive Model (NAM): each fi is parametrized by DNN.

Neural Basis Model (NBM): each fi is represented as

fi(xi) =

B∑
k=1

hk(xi)aik . And basis functions (h1, . . . , hB) : R→ RB

are parametrized by DNN.
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NBM Extension(Multi-class)

Multiclass GAM : gl(x) = f0l +
D∑
i=1

fi (xi)wi l

Neural Basis Model (NBM): each fi is represented as

fi(xi) =

B∑
k=1

hk(xi)aik . And basis functions (h1, . . . , hB) : R→ RB

are parametrized by DNN.
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NBM Extension(NB2M)

GA2M : g(x) = f0 +
D∑
i=1

fi (xi) +

D∑
i=1

∑
j>i

fi j(xi , xj)

NB2M: each fi j is represented as fi j
(
xi , xj

)
=

B∑
k=1

uk
(
xi , xj

)
bi jk .

And additional basis functions (u1, . . . , uB) : R2 → RB are
parametrized by DNN.

Extension to multi-class setting can be done in the similar way as
for NBM.
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Selecting the number of bases

If all fis are in an RKHS, then risk converges to 0 as n → 0.
⇒ B = O(logD) bases are sufficient.
The proof seems a little awkward to me.

Rather than tuning this hyperparameter, they recommend setting
B = 100 for NBM and B = 200 for NB2M as it performs well
across a large variety of datasets they experimented with.
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NAM vs NBM(Overview)

(1) Number of parameters : Number of weight parameters
needed to learn the model. When the input dimension is large,
NBM has far fewer parameters than NAM.

(2) Throughput : The number of data instances processed per
second, which directly affects the training speed. NBM are much
more efficient than NAM.

(3) Performance : NBM outperform NAM and
NODE-GAM(state of the art) on most datasets.

(4) Stability : the functions fi of NBM are much more stable than
those of NAM.
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NAM vs NBM

(1) Number of parameters and (2) Throughput

When the input dimension is large, NBM has far fewer parameters
than NAM.

NBM are much more efficient than NAM.
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NAM vs NBM

(3) Performance

NBM outperform NAM and NODE-GAM(SOTA) on most
datasets.
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NAM vs NBM

(4) Stability

The functions fi of NBM are much more stable than those of
NAM.
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